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Building on the success of A Street Through Time, The Life of Jesus contains brilliantly illustrated,

evocatively retold stories revealing how Jesus' message reached his followers through preaching,

healing, forgiveness, and miracles. Beginning with his birth in Bethlehem, The Life of Jesus charts

all of the major events of Jesus' life and ministry, covering 26 key stories, from the Sermon on the

Mount to the Last Supper. Biblical quotations link the scenes directly to the Bible, and each story is

accompanied by beautifully detailed panoramas, bringing the people and lands of Jesus' time to life.
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With surprisingly little preaching, this biographical picture book story of the life of Jesus Christ

presents the chronological account of all the major events of his life and ministry. Fourteen

chapters, an introduction and index take an instructional, scholarly approach to teaching children

age eight and up. Each chapter is beautifully illustrated, clearly outlined, and presented in an

easy-to-read narrative. Bible quotes frame each page, and corresponding New Testament chapters

are listed following each story, to encourage further reading. In all, 26 stories are covered, including

Jesus' birth in a manger, the sermon on the mount, the feeding of five thousand, calming of the

storm, the parable of the good Samaritan, the Lord's supper, the crucifixion, resurrection and

ascension. The final "People of the Bible" chapter gives a one-paragraph biography of 27 people

who appear in the New Testament and are featured in the story of Jesus. Unlike most authoritative

non-fiction books published by Dorling Kindersley Publishing - including their "Eyewitness Books"



series with titles on Christianity and Judaism -- this book presents religious beliefs as fact, never

questioning the authenticity of such mystical issues as healing the dying, turning water into wine,

and so on, thereby treading a fine line between fact and faith. The book's no-nonsense approach,

however, is refreshing, and its over-sized format is impressive, making it attractive to Christian

families as well as young non-Christians studying comparative religions.

The art in this book is breathtaking. I love how she handles light, and how she portrays Jesus. Alot

of the huge spreads are mural-like, pictures with soft edges bleeding into eachother. There's a lot of

art in here. Gorgeous.

Students of watercolor and mixed media will want to give this book close examination. The image

layout is very intelligently combined with the text for a seamless experience. One can learn a lot

about painting scenes with depth and dramatic lighting, watercolor over graphite, enriching surfaces

with chalk or pastels. And, modern Christians will appreciate that Christ is not portrayed as an effete

European.
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